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Massachusetts Supreme Court Tanks Another RKBA Case MA SJC remains an activist court with no respect for the state or federal Constitutions. with delinquent children shall be construed liberally such that children brought before court, “as far as practicable, ... shall be treated, not as criminals, but as children in need of aid, encouragement and guidance.” [FN22] See Commonwealth v. Magnus M., 461 Mass. 459, 461, 466 (2012) (discussing underlying philosophy and goals of juvenile justice system); R.L. Ireland, Juvenile Law § 1.3, at 18-32 (2d ed.2006) (same).



By Jim Wallace On Tuesday June 4, 2013 the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court (SJC) handed down a decision in a case called Mirko Chardin vs. Police Commissioner of Boston (SJC11196). The case stems from a 1995 case where on January 19, 1995, Mr. Cardin was charged in the Juvenile Court with one count of possession of a firearm without a license, and one count of unlawful possession of ammunition. On April 18, 1995, Chardin admitted to sufficient facts and was found to be a delinquent child with respect to both charges. He received a suspended commitment to the Department of Youth Services, was released to his mother’s custody, and was given probation until April 18, 1996.



The halls of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court have been no safe haven for gun owners.



crime as defined in section 121; (d) a violation of any law regulating the use, possession, ownership, transfer, purchase, sale, lease, rental, reThis decision has now prevented ceipt or transportation of weapons Mr. Chardin from obtaining a Li- or ammunition for which a term cense to Carry as an adult under of imprisonment may be imposed; Massachusetts firearms licensing or (e) a violation of any law regustatute disqualifier, G.L. c. 140, § 131 lating the use, possession or sale of (d ) (i): has, in any state or federal controlled substances as defined in jurisdiction, been convicted or ad- section 1 of chapter 94C; judicated a youthful offender or de- One of the main challenges to the linquent child for the commission case is the recent cases on the state of (a) a felony; (b) a misdemeanor and federal level that have ruled punishable by imprisonment for that juvenile infractions cannot, more than two years; (c) a violent and should not, be held to the same



level as infractions by adults. In its ruling the SJC simultaneously cites some of the cases and then seems to ignore them.



After admitting to these recent rulings the court sidesteps them by stating: “…we conclude that the legislature intended to preclude an individual who has been adjudicated a delinquent child for the commission of a felony from obtaining a license to carry firearms, notwithstanding the policy enunciated in G.L. c. 119, § 53. If the Legislature had wanted to exclude this class of persons from the provisions of G.L. c. 140, § 131 (d ) (i), it would not have expressly disqualified such persons from licensure.”



It has been a “long-standing principle” in Massachusetts that “the treatment of children who offend our laws are not criminal proceedings.” Commonwealth v. Connor C., supra at 641. See Commonwealth v. Anderson, 461 Mass. 616, 629- 630, cert. denied, 133 S.Ct. 433 (2012); This statement is not logical on its Department of Youth Servs. v. A Ju- face since all of the recent cases revenile, supra. General Laws c. 119, garding juvenile adjudication are § 53, sets forth a legislative policy that statutory provisions dealing Contd. page 13



Important! Public “Gun Hearings” Announced MA Senate Votes Against GOAL’s Effort To Investigate Massachusetts’ Broken FID/LTC Please Attend Your Local Hearing! Licensing System.



26, 2013 GOAL now has a more complete schedule of the 5 “gun hearings” • Location/Time TBA - Middlethat will be held by the Joint Comton MA, Tuesday July 23, 2013 mittee on Public Safety and Home• American International land Security. The first 4 hearings College, Springfield MA, time are scheduled to take place outside TBA, Friday August 2, 2013 the State House. We will be count• Gardner Auditorium (State ing on our members to attend these House), Boston MA. Date/Time hearings, speak out, be heard and TBA, (September) begin the process of restoration of There will be an extensive list of our freedom. bills, reported over 60, that will be • Cape Cod Community College heard at these outside hearings. at noon Wednesday, June 19, As more detailed information is 2013 • Assumption College, Worcester provided, we will alert our memMA, 10:00 am Wednesday, June bers. We will be encouraging our Contd. page 17



5/30/13 MA Senate once again turns their back on law abiding gun owners. Last month, shortly after we went to press with the May issue of GOAL News - Print Edition, Senator Michael Knapik of Westfield filed an amendment to the FY2014 Senate budget on behalf of GOAL. The amendment would have instructed Senator Knapik stood with GOAL and took the the Massachusetts Inspector Gensenate floor in favor of our amendment. eral’s Office to conduct a thorough investigation into the failure of the Unfortunately our Senate voted to Massachusetts firearm licensing sys- reject this amendment. tem. GOAL would like to thank Senator For over a year GOAL has been at- Knapik for his efforts including adtempting to go through channels to dressing the Senate floor on behalf address the many problems with the of this important amendment. It is Commonwealth’s firearm licensing unfortunate that the rest of the Sensystem. One of the major problems ate does not care to look into this we have run up against is that no system which is now beyond repair. one is in charge of the system, or at Senator Michael Knapik of Westleast no one wants to take respon- field had filed the amendment to sibility for it. This type of govern- the FY2014 Senate budget on behalf ment failure is never acceptable, of GOAL. The amendment would but it is especially abhorrent when have instructed the Massachusetts certain entities choose to ignore the Inspector General’s Office to conproblems and yet call for more reg- duct a thorough investigation into ulation on our Second Amendment the failure of the Massachusetts firecivil rights. arm licensing system.
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Massachusetts Approved Firearms



Magnum Research® Magnum Lite® .22LR Graphite Black Polymer Ambidextrous Thumbhole Stock Rifle MLR22AT (.22LR)



Thompson® M1 Semi-Automatic Carbine with 30 Round Surplus Stick Magazine TM1-SMAG (.45ACP)



Thompson® 1927A-1 Deluxe with 10 Round Drum Magazine T1D (.45ACP) 1927A-1 Deluxe with 30 Round Surplus Stick Magazine T1-SMAG (.45ACP) 1927A-1C Lightweight with 30 Round Surplus Stick Magazine T5-SMAG (.45ACP)



Auto-Ordnance 1911A1 WWII Parkerized w/ U.S. Logo Wood Grips 1911PKZSEWMA (.45 ACP) 1911A1 WWII Parkerized 1911PKZSEMA (.45 ACP)



Kahr® Arms P9® w/ External Safety & Loaded Chamber Indicator (LCI) KP9093 (9mm) P40® w/ External Safety & LCI KP4143 (.40 S&W)



Kahr Arms, Thomspon and Auto-Ordnance:



Factory: 130 Goddard Memorial Drive, Worcester, MA 01603 Sales Support & Service: 508-795-3919 / Fax: 508-795-7046 Websites: www.kahr.com | www.auto-ordnance.com



Magnum Research, Inc.:



Factory: 12602 33rd Ave. SW, Pillager, MN 56473 Consumer Sales and Service: 508-635-4273 | Fax: 218-746-3097 Website: www.magnumresearch.com | www.facebook.com/KahrArms



Kahr® Arms PM9® w/ External Safety & LCI PM9093 (9mm) PM40® w/ External Safety & LCI PM4143 (.40 S&W)
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GOAL is dedicated to education, safety, training and support of Massachusetts Firearms Owners. Join GOAL Protecting Your Freedom Begins Here! Since 1975, GOAL has represented the interests of the law abiding citizens of Massacusetts.



Gun Owners’ Action League Officials GOAL Board of Directors President: Jay Beard 1st Vice President: Steve Moysey 2nd Vice President: Pete McBride Treasurer: Robert Pepi Secretary: Ellie Horwitz Executive Director: Jim Wallace Term up in 2014 Joe Currie Michael Anthony Jim Finnerty Ron Amidon



Term up in 2015 Mark Jester Mike Concannon Rickard Sitte Gary Wilk Ernest W. Foster Bruce Hall



Gun Owners’ Action League is the official state firearms association in Massachusetts. We are an association of law-abiding citizens who believe in the basic right of firearms ownership for competition, recreation and self-protection. GOAL works hard to defend the Constitution and the Bill of Rights against those in Massachusetts who wish to infringe upon the freedoms guaranteed by our forefathers. The programs sponsored and developed by Gun Owners’ Action League are supported by competitors, sportsmen, recreational shooters and law enforcement throughout the state. We were formed in 1974 to protect the right to keep and bear arms for lawful purposes in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. We are recognized as the state’s premier gun rights association. Why You Should Join GOAL Every intrusion on our gun rights is an intrusion on all rights. The Constitutional rights and freedoms that you enjoy - and may take for granted - are becoming more fragile each day. Secure your rights for yourself, your family and future generations. Join GOAL and become part of the solution today.



Gun Owners’ Action League is a grassroots organization whose members actively participate in the many facets of protecting our Second AmendGun Owners’ Action League - GOAL News “Print Edition” is published ment rights and passing on the shooting sports traditions. monthly and provided as a membership benefit to all classes of memberNo one has any reason to fear the possession of firearms by law-abiding ship who wish to receive it. citizens. GOAL publishes materials to bring the truth about gun ownerSubmissions of original works are welcomed. However the editor reserves ship to the public, the legislature and our members. the right to reject or appropriately edit any submitted material. We also provide courses to new shooters, as well as certification training for Reprint permission is granted provided that appropriate credit is given in those wishing to become firearms instructors. We also provide referrals to instructors around the state. the form of the statement: “Reprinted from GOAL News Print Edition”. Advertisers should contact Justin Stasiowski at 508-393-5333 or Join online, at http://goal.org/joingoal.html [email protected] for rates and information.



GOAL News - Print Edition Chief Executive Officer: James Wallace Editor: Michael Sweeney Contributing Editors: Angela Fisher, Jon Green, Steve Moysey, Jay Beard



GOAL B.O.D. Meeting Schedule - 2013 GOAL members in good standing are always welcome at GOAL Board of Directors Meetings. All meetings are held at GOAL HQ - Northboro, MA. 6:30 pm. 2013 Schedule: June 13, August 15, September 12, October 17, November 14.



Gun Owners’ Action League PO Box 567/361 W. Main St. Northboro, MA. 01532 Phone: 508-393-5333 Fax: 508-393-5222 http://www.goal.org General e-mail [email protected] News/Communications/Web e-mail: [email protected] Training/Education e-mail: [email protected] Membership/Club e-mail: [email protected] Gun Owners’ Action League is the official Massachusetts state association of the National Rifle Association.



Follow Us Online!



New Range Safety Officers. We had a great time at Georgetown Fish & Game Association teaching and certifying a new batch of RSO’s! Congratulations and thanks again to G.F.G.A.!
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From the Executive Director “Gun Control” Failure - By Jim Wallace - GOAL Executive Director includes knife injuries. The systems do not reflect studies that can often be manipulated, they instead provide factual information in the form of numbers. Since GOAL has been tracking these reports they tell a clear story about the drastic increase in gun related homicides and assaults in Massachusetts. The ISP reports have a few different categories including: Injury Deaths, Hospital Discharges, Emergency Room Visits and Outpatient Observations. Gun Related Homicides Up 100% The study simply looked at the For instance the year the 1998 law went into effect there were 63 gun states with the “most” laws. Since 1998. related homicides. As of the latest Yet another tactic has emerged The definition of anecdotal is as fol- ISP report for 2010 just released from our opposition in an attempt lows: there were 126 gun related homito dismiss hard evidence that gun an·ec·do·tal: Not necessarily true or cides, double that of the year of control has been a complete failreliable, because based on personal the Gun Control Act! In 1998 there ure in Massachusetts. When figures accounts rather than facts or re- were 96 gun related assaults that resuch as Governor Deval Patrick are sulted in a Hospital Discharge. In search. confronted with hard facts prov2010 there were 267 nearly triple ing our case, they now dismiss it as For many years GOAL has been the number when the Gun Control “anecdotal evidence”. Even when I publishing the results from the Act was passed. The WRISS system was interviewed by Jim Braude and Massachusetts Department of Pub- has a Firearm Related Assault InMargery Eagan he tried to dismiss lic Health reporting systems. These jury category. In this report in 1998 all of the evidence I provided as an- are the Injury Surveillance Program there were 291 and in 2009 (the latecdotal. He even tried to compare (ISP) and the Weapon Related In- est available) there were 464. a study led by Dr. Eric Fleegler of jury Surveillance System (WRISS). Boston Children’s Hospital with the Both reporting systems filed their The facts are clear that the Massareports from the Massachusetts De- first annual report in 1994, the same chusetts gun laws have been a compartment of Public Health that are year the national assault weapon plete failure and that certain people not studies. The Doctor’s study was ban was put into place and four are simply not willing to admit it reso flawed in its approach that the he years prior to the Commonwealth’s gardless of how much hard evidence gave the following quote to the Bos- Gun Control Act of 1998. These sys- we supply. One piece of this is very ton Globe: “In states with the most tems publish hard numbers regard- interesting is the fact that what the laws, we found a dramatic decreased ing homicides, accidents, suicides Dept. of Public Health is providing rate in firearm fatalities, though we for several categories including the public is considered anecdotal!? can’t say for certain that these laws transportation (cars), falls, poison I wonder if that counts for other ishave led to fewer deaths.” and firearms. The WRISS system sues they cover?



Advertise In GOAL News Print Edition!



New Attack Strategies on Our Civil Rights Over the last several months one can imagine how many interviews that GOAL has taken part in. They number in the hundreds. In past years dealing with the media had not been a pleasant experience. The so-called information it provided to the general public was at best slanted and at worst intentionally wrong. Realizing that many GOAL members may not agree, the media in our Commonwealth has actually gotten better to deal with regarding our issue. The national media … not so much. Being frustrated with the general media no longer buying into the empty sound bites from our opponents, the anti-civil rights crowd has launched a new offensive. This latest manner in spreading their one sided information is the “forum”. When these first started to pop up around the Commonwealth GOAL was invited to present our side. The problem even when we were invited is that we were normally one voice in a group of four or five, the rest being very much in favor of more restrictions. After only a few of these forums GOAL was no longer even invited and the anti-civil rights shills were free to say anything they wanted without the slightest challenge. This lack of a balance has allowed our opposition to present arguments and labels that when unchallenged allow the uneducated audience to believe what is said is true. For example at several forums we gun owners and specifically the NRA have been referred to as racists that intentionally flood the inner city streets with guns in order to kill minorities. They have stated that second amendment organizations are simply fronts for the firearms industry that only care about profits. When it came to the subject of providing uniformed security officers in schools, one forum panel member actually said this was only a cover to allow the NRA to get armed vigilantes in schools. Once again, our opposition has found a new way to spread their unchallenged twisted views on our fight to protect our second amendContinued pg. 17
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From the Editor By Mike Sweeney



Liberal Gun Logic: It’s OK to Disrespect Women. Have you ever noticed the dichotomy that is the modern liberal in terms of the way they disrespect women and their capabilities? It’s usually subliminal, but it’s definitely there, you just have to know how to listen for it. As an example, recently on Fox News Megyn Kelly was discussing the story about a woman from Oregon who called 911 as she was about to be attacked (again) by an ex-boyfriend. When she got 911 on the line she was told that due to budget cuts no help was available. This was followed by the 911 dispatcher asking the caller if she could ask the attacker to “go away”. That was the scope of the help available from the government in that particular Oregon county. Unfortunately for the caller she was severely beaten, choked, and brutally raped.



had a gun it would have been used against her.” Sure enough, when Kohn’s turn to speak came up, she stumbled about something then fell back on the well worn and oft used line “if the victim had a gun it would probably have been used to kill her”. She then went on to spout off some factoid about homicides in which a gun is used to murder females. I’m pretty certain that she made it up as she went along.



in the face to every female. Raising my hands victoriously I said “there it is the same old argument.” Kohn stating that the victim being armed with a gun would have ultiIt led to an interesting train of mately led to her death by the same thought though, but first some is a huge insult, does she really think background. that little of the capabilities of fe-



“The crowd which has over the decades weaponized the term “Pro-Choice” in order to derail a long line of conservative candidates has at the same time lost all touch of what, how, and who the “choice” should apply to.”



Even though this heinous crime happened in August 2012 it’s just now making the news as the 911 call recording was only recently re(Time to admit something here) leased. I’m close to 50 years old, my mom, The recording and the facts sur- god bless her soul, was a first genrounding the crime and what could eration feminist, very liberal and have prevented it made for a de- most definitely a product of the 60s. bate on the previously mentioned As a child I vividly remember seeing copies of books like “Our Bodies Megyn Kelly show. Ourselves” and other assorted readAs usual Megyn had a commentator ing material along the same lines from each side of the political specstrewn about the house. Marches, trum, a conservative pro-gun wombras burning, and all sorts of “60s an named Monica Crowley and a activities” happened in my house, liberal pro-control woman named (if you lived it you know what I Sally Kohn. mean.) The debate followed some interestYou could say that by my upbringing and predictable paths, the coning I not only have a healthy respect servative Crowley lamenting the fact for women, but for the capabilities that the victim didn’t have a gun for of females in general. self protection and the liberal Kohn lamenting the fact that government This is where the thought train got interesting and the “liberal logic” wasn’t big enough to protect her. train completely derails. As this argument was heating up I said to my co-worker Angi, “wait for The statement by Kohn, followed by it, Kohn is going to say if the victim the false statistics was, at best, a slap



ered by a male aggressor. I wonder how she feels about female police offiers, women in the military and especially women in combat? I bet she’s for it. According to Kohn women are much better off being disarmed and submitting to rape, letting attackers and violent criminals have their way, “if it saves just one life!” The fact is that if more women were armed and trained in the use of firearms there would be fewer victims. I defy anyone to prove otherwise.



males?



It never ceases to amaze me how (This is where the liberal logic train anti gun liberals will let their overt dislike for firearms and our Seccompletely comes off the tracks) ond Amendment Civil Rights make This women, who makes a living them look like idiots and hypochampioning liberal causes, the crites. The crowd which has over cornerstone of which are most often the decades weaponized the term women’s rights issues just claimed “Pro-Choice” in order to derail a on national TV that she thought long line of conservative candidates women are incapable of defending has at the same time lost all touch themselves with a firearm. of what, how, and who the “choice” Follow the “logic” train here and should apply to. watch it derail: Apparently in liberal fantasy world According to Kohn women are too a woman should have no choice weak to fend off an attacker with a when it comes to their own self degun; does this mean that she thinks fense and that is just plain wrong. they are all literally weaklings? I Being a woman who champions libwonder how she feels about women eral causes and at the same time disworking for Fed Ex or working con- respects the capabilities of women is even more so. struction? I bet she’s for it. According to Kohn a women armed with a firearm will only have it used against her as she will be overpow-



sl gun shop GUNS



BOUGHT - SOLD - REPAIRED



www.slgunshop.com



443 Fitchburg Rd., Corner of Rte, 31 & 124, Mason, NH 03048 Phone 603-878-2854 – Fax 603-878-3905 Hours MON-FRI 10am - 7pm; SAT 9am - 6pm; SUN Noon - 4pm WE GUARANTEE THE NEW & USED GUNS WE SELL



Pullman Arms - e-mail: [email protected] phone: (508) 926-8730
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By GOAL Vice President Steve Moysey



No Time For Complacency Because myself and others here at GOAL are considered knowledgeable on firearms, some of us get invited to speak to groups on the subject of gun control, the Second Amendment and the individual Right to Keep and Bear Arms. This has given me the opportunity to hear many views on guns in our society, some based on fear, others on poor information and some on political positions. Sometimes these are stressful occasion, especially when playing virtual BS bingo with the empty and untruthful sound bites from those that do not share my views on my right to defend myself and my family with the lawful use of firearms. But, you suck it up and play the point and counter point game, despite the frustration at dealing with people who are willfully ignorant or deliberately deceitful when it comes to the statistics and facts around gun legislation. Some people will argue that no one, except the police and military, should be allowed to own guns. On the other end of the spectrum are the Doomsday “preppers” that see guns as a means of countering big government tyranny and restoring American freedoms. The random mass shootings at places such as Columbine, Virginia Tech, Aurora and Sandy Hook further drive the polarized camps to entrench their respective positions that effectively shuts down any meaningful discussion, with each camp exchanging sound bites like battlefield grenades. The political elite surround themselves with children and grieving families as they play with the emotions of the electorate in an effort to pass more and more restrictive gun controls. They also surround themselves with armed guards. Our political leaders tell us “if they can save just one life then they must act on gun control.” So the gun grabbing socialist-bleeding-hearts all wring their hands in grief while shamelessly leveraging mass murder to undermine the constitution. These are the same political leaders who say nothing when Christian children and women are murdered every day by the Islamic forces in Syria – the very groups they want to arm in an act of gross hypocrisy. We also hear precious little condemnation of Hezbollah rockets sent into Israel against innocent women and children, but its okay to take our guns away in the name of public safety? The Second Amendment is under attack – make no mistake about that, despite apparent victories in DC of late and the growing pressure on New York State by the citizens against their ridiculous SAFE act. We have to remember that as goes



the 2A, so does the rest of the bill of rights one by one. So, as activists, we cannot afford to relax our guard for one moment – the gun grabbers are hoping we will and then they will pounce. Complacency is our biggest enemy right now. I know it takes work and effort to keep ahead of these attempts to usurp our rights, but we cannot expect other people to shoulder the burden for us. There is a principle in psychology known as “pluralistic ignorance” – basically the more people that wittiness an event the less likely it is that one individual will take action as, well, someone else is going to do it, right? In my view, the likely explanation for this behavior relates to a phenomenon I call the diffusion of responsibility. Simply put, when a task is placed before a group of people, there’s a strong tendency for each individual to assume someone else will take responsibility for it—so no one does. This is another form of what we call social proof – we look to others, in general, to decide what we should do in certain situation. It can be as innocuous as knowing which knife and fork to use at a fancy dinner, or deciding what to do when the fire alarm goes off in your workplace without warning. Chances are, you will observe the actions of the people around you before you decide whether you should leave. If you don’t smell smoke and nobody is yelling “fire!” or rushing out the door, if there is no crowd gathering in the street, you probably assume it is a false alarm and wait for the maintenance man to shut it off. Been there? I know I have.



new or upcoming 2A grass roots movement. Every voice that speaks out against the infringement of our civil rights is a good thing, right? In general, yes it is.



However, we all need to be mindful of the impressions we create with the groups that are on the fence regarding guns and gun ownership. Those that are firmly ensconced in the anti-position will always have their stereotypical image of gun Trouble right now is that the naowners, so it’s the fence sitters I tional fire alarm has been going off worry about. I’m past caring what for some time and we need to break the dyed-in-the-wool antis think of this paralysis of inaction. I know me. Remember, perception is reality we are all busy with our own lives and projecting an image of reasonand some of us don’t want to get able debate and a firm knowledge involved. We may not believe we’re on the facts helps a lot to get our the best person to assume responmessage out. sibility. We may not care enough about the issue involved. We may be This is increasingly important, as lazy. After all, no four words in the the pro-gun control lobby is workEnglish language are ever easier to ing at the college and university say than: it’s not my problem. level with their message of disinformation. I know this as I have been Here’s the wakeup call people – it at several college sponsored panel is your problem and don’t assume debates, very often as the only “gun someone else is going to do someguy” in attendance. To illustrate thing about it. Thankfully, many what I mean by perception, when are coming out of the hypnotic it comes to gun owners, I’ll share trance of inaction and are starting a quote from a Worcester college to do something, anything, no matprofessor after one such event this ter how small. spring: I am encouraged by more and more “The feedback from Tuesday has groups looking to speak out against been great! The students and the gun control and legislation. A week other professors in attendance have does not go by where one of us at given glowing reviews. The students GOAL will be asked to speak at a seemed especially intrigued by how rally or group meeting to help pro“normal” and “rational” you seemed. mote and further the cause of some (As you know, the media tends to



paint gun owners as crazed, uneducated white men from the Midwest, who wear flannel shirts and drink all day.) Several students commented that your points were both thoughtful and reasonable. The other professors even mentioned that the panel gave them a lot to think about. They especially appreciated the fact that you all had a dialogue rather than a fighting match. It was a huge success!” Keep on speaking out, writing to our representatives – whatever you feel you can do, no matter how small you think it is. It all counts. Just remember that we are all ambassadors for our rights under the Second Amendment. Act accordingly and help educate a fence sitter.
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GOAL News - Print Edition Grassroots Talking Points - 2013 MA Legislation Affecting Second Amendment Civil Rights Legislation to Support: H.3264 An Act Relative to Civil Rights and Public Safety - Here’s how H.3264 would strengthen our criminal laws: • It creates a special unit of the State Police, known as the Criminal Firearms and Trafficking Division, that will be attached to the Department of the Attorney General and will assist that office with the investigation and prosecution of all crimes of violence involving the criminal use of a firearm and intrastate firearms trafficking. • It will create tough laws to punish prohibited persons who are in possession of firearms. • Creating laws regarding breaking and entering with the intent to steal a firearm. • Creating clear to understand unlawful transfer laws. • Creating laws to punish those engaged in unlawful intrastate commerce of firearms. • Creating laws preventing the unlawful confiscation of firearms. • Creating laws regarding the use of a “Deceptive Weapon.” • Creating a separate definition section for the criminal enforcement chapter. • Creating a “State Firearm Crime”. Here’s how H.3264 would enhance individual rights: • Make it very clear that there is an individual civil right to keep and bear arms and that the government must operate under that presumption. • Reduce the number and types of firearm licenses (currently four) to one. • Create understandable and commonsense terminology that is currently used and understood by the firearms owning community. • Create a new definition of a “Prohibited Person” and using that term throughout the laws as the means of legitimately denying a citizen a firearm license. • Make the rights inherent for the license based on the age of the holder rather than having to acquire a new license at a particular age. • Remove the authority of local licensing agents to deny a person’s civil rights without due process. • Create clearer language for the judicial review process of a denied license. • Remove jail sentences for lawful possession infractions and moving any jailable offenses to the criminal enforcement chapter. • Making laws easier to understand and find by separating into concise short sections those that are unnecessarily long and complicated. H.3266: An Act Relative to Constitutional Rights • This legislation creates a new section of law that provides a presumption that the right to keep and bear arms is an individual civil right. For many years the courts and law enforcement entities have been confused due to the state’s poorly written laws. With a clearly defined presumption of rights, lawful citizens will be saved unnecessary harassment. Likewise the courts and law enforcement will no longer waste time and resources on lawful citizens simply exercising their civil rights. • It also provides protections against other government entities in the state from passing laws and regulations restricting that right. This will avoid a potential patchwork of laws across the Commonwealth that causes confusion. H.2182: An Act Relative to the Lawful Sale of Handguns Currently in Massachusetts we have two separate schemes that control the manufacture and sale of handguns in Massachusetts. The first is the Attorney General’s regulations 940 CMR 16.00 that was originally initiated by Scott Harshbarger in an attempt to ban handguns without the consent of the legislature. The so-called authority to do so was predicated on the use of Chapter 93A “Consumer Protection Laws”. The Attorney General’s office could not find a single case of a consumer being harmed by a poorly manufactured handgun. Nonetheless the regulations were enacted. The second scheme was passed into law with the 1998 Gun Control Act. The law is currently laid out in Section 123 of Chapter 140. This section provides testing and performance standards, how they were drafted no one seems to know. However, with these standards a manufacturer can submit their product for independent testing. Should the product meet the requirements they are then added to a roster of approved firearms. The conflict now arises due to the fact that the Attorney General’s office does not formally recognize the official roster of approved firearms and warns licensed retailers of possible conflicts. Essentially what we have is a situation where two government entities from the same government are using different schemes to enforce their authority over lawful products. This bill simply removes the Attorney General’s authority to regulate weapons and repeals the previous regulations. H.3274: An Act Repealing the Ban on Modern Sporting Rifles In the 1990s there was a campaign conducted by anti-civil rights organizations to rename the modern sporting arms. This campaign was successful in convincing the public that these firearms were “Assault Weapons” and that only the military should have such weapons. Thankfully after a decade the public saw the ruse behind this effort and allowed the federal prohibition on modern sporting arms to sunset. Unfortunately, Massachusetts passed its own version in 1998 that did not include a sunset provision. The laws in Massachusetts (Chapter 140, Section 131) provide very harsh penalties for mere possession of a modern sporting arm or large capacity magazine. These penalties include up to ten years in prison for merely possessing a product that is legal in the vast majority of the Untied States. This bill simply repeals the law banning these products and thereby restoring some common sense back to Massachusetts gun laws. H.2181: An Act Relative to the Lawful Sale of Ammunition Several years ago Attorney General Tom Reilly ruled that companies outside of Massachusetts could no longer sell ammunition or ammunition components through the mail to lawfully licensed citizens unless. Since the residents of the Commonwealth go through an extensive licensing process there is no reason why such transactions should not take place. This bill would make it clear that such transactions are lawful and all shipments require the signature of the licensee or adult agent. H.3269: An Act Relative to Fair Licensing For many years the laws regarding a License to Carry have been abused by certain local licensing authorities. The poorly written statutes grant those authorities the power to deny or restrict one’s license for little or no reason and without due process. Some local municipalities have blanket policies and will only issue restricted licenses. Citizens who are not prohibited persons should not have their civil rights arbitrarily denied or restricted. This bill creates a “shall issue” LTC and removes restriction language. See next page for list of legislation to oppose -->
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GOAL News - Print Edition Anti - Civil Rights Legislation to Oppose:



Public Hearing Etiquette:



H.47 An Act to Strengthen and Enhance Firearms Laws in the Commonwealth (Filed by Governor Patrick)



A Few Helpful Tips for Understanding What Goes on at a Public Hearing



• Creates the One Gun a Month (Lawful Citizens Imprisonment Act) • Reduces magazine capacity to an arbitrary seven rounds thus reducing a lawful citizen’s defensive capability. • Wrongfully adds citizens who have been “confined” rather than adjudicated for mental reasons to the National Instant Checks database. • Rewrites the large capacity law forcing licensed citizens to dispose of property lawfully owned or be imprisoned. • Creates a new crime of “assault by means of a firearm” with no clear definition H.3253 An Act to Reduce Gun Violence and to Protect the Citizens of the Commonwealth (Filed by Representative David Linsky) • Would establish a punitive 25% sales tax on guns and ammunition. • Force gun owners to store certain firearms outside of their home. • Mandate insurance for gun ownership. • Eliminates licenses for large capacity items that have been lawfully owned for years. • Allow for arbitrary denials of FID cards. • Would mandate private sales be done through a licensed retailer. S.1126 An Act Relative to Firearms and Firearms Violence (Filed by Senator Cynthia Stone-Creem) • Would establish a punitive 4.75% tax for the consumption or storage of firearms and ammunition. • Would ban .50 BMG rifles and ammunition for no logical reason. These items are simply not used in crime. • Would create a licensing scheme for gun shows when Massachusetts can’t handle the licensing scheme it currently has. • Would ban so-called assault weapons that have been lawfully owned for years.



scottmalkasian owner



• The first thing to keep in mind is that public hearings are not a “debate” forum. Do not expect the committee members to respond to questions or take part in debating an issue. • As you are testifying the committee members may ask you questions regarding your testimony. If you don’t know the answer, don’t be afraid of saying so and that you will gladly try to get an answer for them at a later date. • Normally you must sign in in order to testify. Generally there is a sign in sheet with a committee staff person nearby to answer questions. • They will likely ask whether you are pro/con on certain bills. • You might have to wait a while before you are called to testify. Your wait time could vary from a few minutes to several hours. Please be prepared to wait. • Traditionally, elected and appointed officials will be taken out of turn to testify. Do not get upset if they are called before you. • Address legislators by their title and sir name (Representative X, Senator Y) • Be polite. You are asking the committee to listen to your story. Rudeness does effect positive change. • Do not expect a decision to be made at the hearing. They are only listening and will decide on a bill or bills later. There are several hearings on the gun laws that run into September 2013. • Signs, banners, flags, and other signage is not allowed to be shown during the committee hearing. Please do not bring any to distribute inside the hearing room. • Please do not “boo”, hiss, or applaud during testimony. It is considered rude and disruptive and does not help our cause. Whoever is considered disruptive during a hearing could be asked to leave or be removed by the committee.



How To Give Effective Public Testimony: Tips for Speaking Before the Committee



• Address the committee when you begin your testimony. Say “thank you” for coming to your area and allowing us to provide you with testimony, Mr. Chairman and the committee. • Make your testimony personal. The committee is interested in hearing how the laws affect the lives of their constituents. Use your time before the committee to tell your story. It is a powerful tool in getting your message across. • Oral testimony; 2-3 minutes in length is standard for public testimony. Please limit your personal story to this timeframe. If you go over, usually the Chairman will guide you to finish or continue. Make your comments brief and leave time for the Committee to ask you questions. • Make sure you include accurate facts in your testimony. • At the end of your testimony, thank the committee for its interest in your testimony and ask the committee if they have any questions for you. This can help start a dialogue about your personal story and Lew Horton Distributing, an established distributor of firearms and experiences. hunting-related accessories to the shooting, hunting and outdoor trade, seeks highly For more information includmotivated self-starters to join our growing ing GOAL’s downloadable forms company. Great team, great benefits! and worksheets please visit: • Inside Sales Business-to-business http://goal.org/public-hearingPut your knowledge of shooting sports to prep.html work for your career. We seek motivated business-to-business inside salespeople to sell sporting firearms and hunting related accessories to dealers across the country, service accounts and develop new business. Knowledge of shooting sports is essential. Commission program with bonuses for new customer development. To apply, call Earl at 508-366-7400, x230 or send resume to: [email protected].



Have you been denied an LTC?



Has an old conviction, minor Þrearms conviction or a minor drug offense caused you to lose your LTC/FID?



• Warehouse Worker



Firearms, ammunition sales, transFers and lots oF other Fun products



We may be able to help, email [email protected], include the reason the PD supplied for denial.



33 pullman street worcester, ma 01606



Comm2A has multiple pending cases in federal court in an effort to ensure state Þrearms law treats all lawful residents equally and fairly.



www.pullmanarms.com ( t ) 508.926.8730 ( f ) 508.853.0843 [email protected]



Comm2A is a non-proÞt public charity organized under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue code. Contributions made to Comm2A are fully tax deductible and always welcome.



www.comm2a.org [email protected]



(617) 942-0660 PO Box 301398 Jamaica Plain, MA 02130



If you enjoy working in a fast-paced environment, we’d like to talk with you. Duties include picking, packing orders and shipping. Firearms license required. To apply, call Dave at 508-366-7400, ext. 296 or send resume to: [email protected]. We offer a competitive salary and excellent benefits, including medical, dental, and disability insurance, 401(k), flexible spending accounts, paid time off and more. Lew Horton Distributing Co., Inc. PO Box 5023, Westboro, MA 01581 Fax: 508-366-5332. No walk-ins please. EOE
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GOAL News - Print Edition GOAL Newsbits - Another busy month for GOAL Recycle This Issue of GOAL News! Just a thought on how we can cheaply, easily and effectively broadcast our message. Each and every month GOAL mails approximately 15k newspapers directly to the homes of our members. With this in mind we would like to encourage our members to “Go Green” and recycle this newspaper! We don’t want you to recycle it in the traditional way though, by throwing it into the bucket with the rest of your paper recyclables. Instead, we would like you to recycle each and every issue of our newspaper by bringing it somewhere public where people will see and read it. Think outside the box, your hair stylist or barbershop, the local coffee shop (remember Starbucks is pro-gun), the local oil change place, the doctor’s office – any place where people convene, bonus if it’s a place where people are sitting for some time, especially if they have a rack for magazines etc… If even half of the recipients were to do this on a regular basis that would be 7.5K newspapers getting viewed by



an untold amount of people, many of whom will be seeing GOAL information for the first time! Remember the the R’s (GOAL Style) Re-use, Re-cycle and Restore Freedom! ____________________________ We are receiving more and more documentation from citizens of the commonwealth who are being bullied by their local law enforcement agencies



while trying to get their LTC/FID. Many of them are asking to remain anonymous. What does this tell you about our state? No citizen should fear their government, especially when said citizen is trying to follow the law and expecting the same. Look for our survey form on page 15. ____________________________



Popular post on GOAL’s Facebook: #NSA Remember a few months back when President Obama exercised executive privilege to hide e-mails relating to #FastandFurious? How’s that sitting with everyone in light of today’s news regarding the federal government watching every move we make online? Follow GOAL on Facebook: https:// www.facebook.com/GunOwnersActionLeague



Dreaming about ducks! Jim’s yellow lab - Shoney visited the GOAL office last week, here she is caught in a rare inert moment, she’s bummed that there are no birds to retrieve.



THIS SLUG GUN IS NO SCATTER GUN. The new 20 gauge slug gun from Savage is engineered around our proven 110 rifle action for rifle-like performance. If your slug gun is built on any other platform, it’s for the birds.



savagearms.com
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GOAL News - Print Edition Gun Safe Bill



Holden, MA. H.2145 would do away with the licenses for pepper spray in the Commonwealth. It would also create a new section of law: Section 129E. Notwithstanding and special law or regulation to the contrary it shall be lawful for residents or non-residents aged 18 years of age or older to purchase, possess, carry, transport Defensive Sprays as defined in Section 121 of Chapter 140.



In several articles regarding the supposed enormous spending by the gun lobby there was a website mentioned called www.opensecrets.com. Being curious I thought I would check out what resources the anti-civil rights attackers were using. According to this website approximately $6.3 billion dollars were spent to elect the President and congress in the 2012 elections. Since people were trying to tell us that the NRA had become far too powerful after spending $17 million in 2012, I thought I would see what groups might have topped that.



The bill will now go to the House Committee on Ways & Means where hopefully it will be sent to the floor SEIU (Service Employees International Union): $68,290,443 for a vote. Emily’s List: $44,461,800 AFL-CIO: $22,611,402 While others only talk about improved gun safety, we are asking that the State put its money where its mouth is. H.3276 “An Act Relative to Gun Safe Deductions” filed by Representative George Peterson would allow gun owners to deduct up to $2,000 for the cost of a safe from their state income tax. Throughout much of the forums and debates over guns in the last several months there has been a call for better safe storage of firearms. GOAL certainly supports and teaches safe storage. The only difference is we believed citizens should be encouraged to do so rather than threatened by their government. This legislation takes us in the right direction by offering an encouragement to purchase high quality safes. Section 1. Paragraph (a) of Part B of section 3 of chapter 62 of the General Laws, as most recently amended by section 62 of chapter 68 of the acts of 2011, is hereby further amended by adding the following subparagraph:(17) The amount equal to the amount of a purchase of a gun safe;



Labor/Union Organizations in total: $60,510,465 If the sentiments about overly powerful organizations are sincere, would these entities be disbanded as well?



The NRA Buying Congress? Ever since the 2012 national election results were in there have been a slew of articles and commentary about the National Rifle Association “buying congress”. It actually began locally when the anti-civil rights group Stop Handgun Violence put up a billboard claiming the NRA had bought congress for $6.7 million dollars in the 2010 election. Pepper Spray Bill on That statement was ludicrous for the Move anyone who had a modicum of ON Monday June 3, 2013 the Joint knowledge about national elections. Committee on Public Safety and In the 2010 U.S. congressional elecHomeland Security released GOAL’s tions a total of $3.6 billion was spent bill H.2145 “An Act Relative to Non- nationwide. My math may not be lethal Defensive Spray” with a favor- the best in the world, but I hardly able report. The legislation was filed think the NRA could “buy” congress by Representative Kim Ferguson of for far less than one percent of the total spent to elect congress.



TM TM



(82 Tahanto Trail)



MoveOn.org: $21,642,681



provided however, that such deduction shall not exceed $2,000 for a single person, for a married person filing a separate return of a head of household, or a married couple filing a joint return.



Mail To: PO Box 220 Harvard, MA 01451-0220



T (978) 456.3800 F (978) 456.8850



[email protected]



www.owingsfin.com



Securities and Advisory Services offered through Commonwealth Financial Network , Member FINRA/SIPC, a Registered Investment Adviser



During the 2012 national elections, the NRA spent a reported total of $17 million dollars between the congressional and presidential elections. One would think they had opened up the gold vaults in old Fort Knox. Articles, commentaries, etc. around the country began talking about how TOO powerful the NRA had become. I actually had one woman at a forum tell me that no private organization in this country should ever be able to amass such power over the democratic system. Some claimed the “gun lobby” intentionally uses its massive wealth to stifle and bypass the American system of government. It is simply amazing what people can be led to believe.



Good Information Did you know that our Supreme Court has already written a decision regarding “we the people” owning and possessing AR15s and other “military style” rifles? Read on: The Second Amendment has been ruled to specifically extend to firearms “in common use” by the military by the U.S. Supreme Court ruling in U.S. v Miller (1939). In Printz v U.S. (1997) Justice Thomas wrote: “In Miller we determined that the Second Amendment did not guarantee a citizen’s right to possess a sawed-off shot gun because that weapon had not been shown to be “ordinary military equipment” that could “could contribute to the common defense”. A citizen’s right to keep and bear arms for personal defense unconnected with service in a militia has been reaffirmed in the U.S. Supreme Court decision (District of Columbia, et al. v Heller, 2008). The Court Justice Scalia wrote in the majority opinion: “The Second Amendment protects an individual right to possess a firearm unconnected with service in a militia, and to use that arm for traditionally lawful purposes, such as self-defense within the home.“. Justice Scalia went on to define a militia as “… comprised all males physically capable of acting in concert for the common defense ….”
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GOAL News - Print Edition GOAL Dog Days of Summer Fundraiser



For every premium Level Donation of $250 or more we will also send you a free Laser Engraved GOAL Spitfire Buck Knife as a special thank you! General Donations in the following amount receive one (1) entry into the 3 gun drawing for every $25.00 donated: • • • • 



$25.00 - 1 entry $50.00 - 2 entries $100.00 - 4 entries $200.00 - 8 entries



Premium Level Donations Receive a Free Bonus - GOAL Buck Knife!



y



o s



m m u e S rF f



un



er ais dr



For every $25.00 you donate, you will receive one (1) entry into our 3 Gun Package that includes a Smith & Wesson M&P15 Rifle, a Kahr Arms 9mm Pistol and a Mossberg 12 Gauge Shotgun.



Dog Da



Please consider helping GOAL maintain its Second Amendment Civil Rights voice in the Commonwealth with a financial donation in 2013.



Support GOAL & You Might Win GUNS



Premium level donations will re• $1000.00 - 40 entries & 1 knife ceive one (1) entry into the 3 gun drawing for every $25.00 donated Drawing will be held August 30, + 1 GOAL Laser Engraved Spitfire 2013 at 12:00 PM. You need not be present to win. Odds determined by Buck Knife. number of tickets sold. All federal and state gun laws apply. All prizes • $250.00 - 10 entries & 1 knife are to be claimed within 30 days • $300.00 - 12 entries & 1 knife from the drawing. • $500.00 - 20 entries & 1 knife



Please note! Choose the quantity of $25.00 donations to reflect the total donation you would like to make. (example, for a $1000.00 donation choose a quanity of 40 to make total at checkout $1000.00)



fying donations the GOAL Buck Knife and enter the correct qty of chances for the 3 gun drawing. To donate, visit goal.org or stop by GOAL HQ, 361 W. Main St. Northboro, MA. 01532



You do not need to do anything else, Thank you for your continued supwe will automatically send all quali- port!



GOAL Stars n Stripes Hat $15.00
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GOAL Training GOAL Training Schedule: 2013



Below is the schedule for courses held at GOAL Headquarters in Northboro, Massachusetts (unless otherwise noted). All NRA Basic Pistol courses offered through GOAL exceed standards established in accordance with Massachusetts General Law Chapter . 140, § 131P and 515 CMR 3.00 Please note: All courses run 5:30 pm to 9:30 pm unless otherwise noted. All courses require pre-regisration paid in full. This can be done in person at The GOAL office, via phone 508-393-5333 x20, or via email by contacting Angela Fisher.



Course



Date



Tuition



Time



The Art of Concealed Carry in Massachusetts



August 22, October 24, December 5



Members $75.00 / Non-Members $125.00



5:30 - 10:00 PM



Basic Metallic Cartridge Reloading with Jim Finnerty (2 Night Classes)



October 12



Members $110.00 /Non-Members $140.00



8:30 AM - 5:30 PM



Basic Pistol Course (NRA LTC002)



September 5, October 10, October 22, November 19, December 3, December 17



Members $95.00 / Non-Members $145.00



9:30 AM - 6:30 PM



BFS Primer Course for State Certified Instructors



September 24, November 26



Members $35.00 / Non-Members $65.00



12:00 - 4:00 PM (Sunday Class) 6:00 - 9:00 PM (Weeknights)



Combat Focus Shooting with DRFT (GOAL Benefit)



July 20 & 21 @ Worcester P&R



WPRC Members $325.00 / GOAL Members $350.00



9:00 AM - 5:30 PM



Combat Focus Shooting with Rob Pincus



September 14-15 SOLD OUT



Members Only $350.00 (Sign Ups begin 1/2/12)



8:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Combat Focus Shooting Advanced Pistol Handling with Rob Pincus



September 16-17



Members Only $350.00 (Sign Ups begin 1/2/12)



8:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Combat Focus Shooting (Carbine) with Rob Pincus



September 18



Members Only $200.00



8:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Everyday Carry (EDC) Skills & Knowledge - New Class!



July 16, August 20, October 1



Members $125.00 / Non-Members $155.00



9:30 AM - 5:30 PM



Instructor Course: NRA Basic Pistol and Home Firearm Safety



November 15 - 17



Members $295.00 / Non-Members $450.00



TBA



Intro to IDPA



September 11, September 28, October 15



Members $65.00 / Non-Members $95.00



9:30 Am - 5:30 PM



Intro to the Modern Sporting Rifle - AR15



July 2, September 3, November 5



Members $75.00 / Non-Members $105.00



9:30 AM - 5:30 PM



MA Gun Law for Citizens



July 23, Sept. 19, Oct. 29 (6:00 9:00 pm)



Members $20.00 / Non-Members $50.00



6:00 PM - 9:00 PM (Weeknights)



Rifle Cartridge Reloading with Jim Finnerty



September 10



Members $80.00 / Non-Members $110.00



5:30 PM - 10:00 PM



Utah Non-Resident CCW



September 26, November 21



Members $80.00/ Non-Members $110.00



12:00 - 4:30 (Sunday Class) 5:30 PM - 10:00 PM (Weeknights)



(This is an advanced class open only to graduates of a Combat Focus Shooting Program.)
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GOAL News - Print Edition Massachusetts Supreme Court Tanks another RKBA Case (continued from page 1) post 1998 Gun Control Act by the Court’s own admission. Given that knowledge it would be incumbent upon the Court to revisit the Constitutional issues now involved in light of cases like Connor and Magnus. By not addressing these laws under the new light of law, the Court has brought into question its very integrity. Even our own Governor Patrick has filed legislation to reform the juvenile system in light of recent national cases in a Monday, January 28, 2013 press release regarding his legislation: “Every violent felon should be held accountable for their actions, even youth. But in sentencing every felon’s circumstances should be considered, too, and youth itself is



Thank You Members! WILLARD THORN, MICHAEL ZYRA, JR., PAUL SCAGEL, FRED BELSON, JOSEPH BOOKER, JOHN MONAHAN, GEOFFREY NEILEY, JR., ALLAN DROUIN, DAVID GIANNOTTI, JAMES HOUSMAN, CHARLES LAPIENE, RICHARD RUSSO, JOHN SOJKA, HAROLD COLBY III, JAMES DELUCA, JOSEPH SARAO, JANET GAMBALE, JAMES SARRASIN, PIERRE RICHARD, HAROLD JACKLIN, JR., GRANT FITZGERALD, WALTER GODINO, KEVIN SIMON, JAMIE CHAPMAN, THOMAS AHO, WAYNE HOLT, NORMAN REYNOLDS, JOHN BOARDMAN, DONALD O’CONNOR, LEO PFIEFFER, LEON WILKINS, NANCY SANTORO, RONALD ZETTLEMOYER, DAVID SILVERI, HOWARD JOHNSON, BRUCE RAMEY, JOSEPH WEGRZYN, BRUCE SIHPOL, THOMAS BROWN, GERALD MILLER, MICHAEL COLONNA, ALTAMONT STOKES, ROSS NICOL, KEN DALY, JOHN VARIO, ALAN RIDER, LEONARD HOFFMANN, PHILLIP DALRYMPLE, ALEXANDER BIELUNIS, DAVID PROULX, DARRELL BORGER, SALAZAR DOS SANTOS, ANTHONY LENGOWSKI, JAMES LEE, NELSON NORTHERN, RONALD SURETTE, ALBERT SPRINGER, LEONARD PRESUTTI, SERGUEI ALIEV, RONALD THIBEAULT, DONALD FREER, PAUL KAITZ, DAVID THOMPSON, ANTHONY WILLETTE, DAVID SHEA, ROY JOHNSON, ERNEST KOUMPIS, FRANK CHALLANT, TIMOTHY O’BRIEN, EDWARD GOSSELIN, JOEL TAFT, ALEX THOMAS, DENNIS LABOUNTY, JEFFREY MORRISSEY, DAVID HAMBLIN. Sustaining G. Reynolds, A. Swift, J. DeDominicis, D. Brown, D. MacEachern, J. Debergalis Jr., S. Goselin, William McLaughlin, Edwin Foley



Would you like to save GOAL $$ and not miss a bit of news? It’s easy! You can help us out by ‘unsubscribing’ to our mailings, including this newspaper by calling us at the GOAL office; let us know that you wish to ‘go paperless’. Dont worry, we will have the monthly GOAL Newspaper posted online for free viewing every month! If you have e-mail you can also get our weekly mailing, the ever popular ‘Friday News’ by visiting our website - www.goal.org and clicking on the ‘Friday News’ logo at the bottom of any page. Every member that ‘unsubscribes’ from this newspaper contributes to our cause - the restoration of our Second Amendment freedoms in Massachusetts.



a special circumstance,” said Governor Patrick. “It is time for the Commonwealth’s laws to reflect the value, in accord with the Supreme Court, that young people deserve every opportunity for rehabilitation and reform.” The Governor’s legislation comes on the heels of the United States Supreme Court ruling in Miller v. Alabama, which held that mandatory criminal sentences of life in prison without the possibility of parole, imposed on defendants who were less than 18 when they committed their crimes, were unconstitutional. In this instance the Governor is trying to protect the rights of violent felons, but the Court continues to ignore the rights of juveniles.



Justice Lenk, appointed by Governor Patrick, does not recognize that the Second Amendment is a Civil Right.



cusses the new Eighth Amendment provisions brought on by Miller v. Alabama, 132 S.Ct. 2455, 2469 (2012) and then sidesteps it and quickly dismisses any connection.



The SJC in Chardin actually dis-



Edward George & Associates



We concentrate in civil litigation representing closely held businesses including negotiation and court appearances in matters involving real estate, business, contracts and environmental disputes. We also concentrate in representing individuals and families in trust and probate (estate) litigation and administration and personal injury claims. We advise small businesses, clubs and associations regarding compliance with regulations, risk management, employment and related issues. We serve as general counsel to a number of corporations, LLC’s and partnerships.



444 Washington St. Suite 510 Woburn, MA. 01801 Tel: 781-281-7288 Fax: 781-305-3259 email: [email protected] www.edgeorgelaw.com



The Court’s Eighth Amendment jurisprudence “make[s] clear that the prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment applies only to punishments. It does not apply to equally burdensome regulatory measures that may be characterized as cruel and even unusual.” Opinion of the Justices, 423 Mass. 1201, 1238 (1996). It is axiomatic that G.L. c. 140, § 131, is a regulatory statute, and that its prohibition on the issuance of a license to carry firearms to an individual who has been adjudicated a delinquent child for the commission of a felony is not a criminal penalty. See Dupont v. Chief of Police of Pepperell, 57 Mass.App.Ct. 690, 694 (2003) (“statute governing who may carry firearms is not punitive”). Therefore, the Eighth Amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment is not applicable to Chardin’s circumstances. So, according to the SJC a law that unjustly denies an adult their civil rights because of a juvenile act is not punitive and therefore recent cases regarding the Eighth Amendment do not apply. Continued page 15
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GOAL News - Print Edition GOAL Teams Up with the Scholastic Pistol Program! 6/4/13 GOAL is excited to announce that we have teamed up with the Scholastic Pistol Program for 2014. This dynamic shooting sport focuses on fostering values, encouraging good sportsmanship, instilling discipline and inspiring the competitive spirit through team handgun shooting sports, much like SCTP has done through the shotgun sports. SPP activities are designed to incorporate two indispensable elements - SAFETY AND FUN. Safety is incorporated into every facet of every program activity. The learning environment at Team practices and at competitive shoots is designed to include the element of FUN for all participants. Participants learn the safe and responsible handling and use of firearms. They discover the joy of contributing to a shared Team goal and the commitment that goes along with it. During this self-dis-



SPP members can join one of three divisions: covery process, Team Members develop proficiency in a sport that can be shared and enjoyed with family and friends for a lifetime. Competitors engage 5 circular and or rectangular steel targets at various distances and arrays Each shooter is required to engage steel targets through four timed stages of fire. Times and penalties for missed targets are added up among team members, and the team’s collective score is published. Teams



• Junior -- Ages 12 through 16 • Senior -- Ages 17 through 20 • Collegiate -- No age limit. Must be a full time student. As SPP gains steam and adds state advisors, registered events are sure to begin cropping up throughout the nation.



in each division are comprised of four shooters, and scores are based on both speed and accuracy Match placements are based on lowest scores. Currently, eligible handguns consist of semi-automatic actions chambered in 9mm. Also, .22-caliber semi-automatic handguns have Current SPP participant organitheir place within SPP as excellent zations include the Boy Scouts of firearms to use for practice sessions. America, Ohio 4-H, Illinois DepartYouth from the elementary grades ment of Natural Resources, Tennesthrough high school and college are see Wildlife Resources Agency and eligible to participate in the safe, ed- the US Army Marksmanship Unit. ucational and enjoyable SPP pistol GOAL will have a complete set of speed shooting program. It is ideally official targets and score sheets on suited to be a school sponsored Title hand for use by our affiliated clubs. IX sport. There is no other sport that We will also be showcasing this dyoffers such an absolutely “level playnamic shooting sport at various ing field” for gender integration as public outreach programs as well does the shooting sports. The many as acting as the point of contact for programs of the Scholastic ShootMA and the SPP. ing Sports Foundation are a perfect fit for youth organizations such as If you are interested in forming a Boy Scouts, 4-H, F.F.A., P.A.L., Girl team, or simply want to learn more Scouts, Boys and Girls Clubs, et al. about this great opportunity, please Any youth organization is welcome contact Jon Green at 508-393-5333 to participate in the SPP. ext 21.



Youth Aritst From Westford Wins Junior Duck Stamp Contest



Macalistair Sloan-Anderson Cudnohufsky Watercolors Second Place Group II



Xiaomei Chen of Westford Academy, a 17-year old high school student, won top honors among youth artists in the 2013 Massachusetts Junior Duck Stamp Contest. Her acrylic painting of a Northern Pintail was selected from 321 entries as Massachusetts’ Best of Show in the Junior Duck Stamp (JDS) Contest. Chens’ award winning work represented Massachusetts in the National Junior Duck Stamp Contest. Across the state, students from kindergarten through 12th grade submitted original works of art depicting water-



fowl in the appropriate wetland habitat, sharing both their talents as youth artists and their knowledge of the importance of wetlands conservation for wildlife. The awards ceremony for the top 100 winning artists was held by the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife (MassWildlife) at Bancroft School in Worcester. The top 100 artists received medals, ribbons, certificates, a field guide to North American waterfowl species and a Massachusetts Junior Duck Stamp canvas art supply tote bag A collection of the top 100 pieces of art will be on exhibit throughout Massachusetts during 2013-2014. Borderland State Park in Easton will host the first JDS exhibit during the month of August. Check the Education area of the Division’s webpage at www.mass.gov/ dfwele/dfw/education/jds/jds_schedule.htm. In celebration of 20 years of success in ‘Connecting Children to Nature Through Science and Art’ the JDS Program has redesigned its arts and science curriculum to spark youth interest in habitat conservation and careers in natural resources through science, art, math and technology. Aimed at students in grades 5-8, with suggest-



ed adaptations for younger and older audiences, the curriculum encourages students to engage with their natural world and develop a deeper appreciation of natural resources. The guides meet a number of national educational standards for students in grades K-12. The Educator, Youth, Homeschool, and Nonformal education guides can be downloaded at www.fws.gov/juniorduck/curriculum.html. The Junior Duck Stamp is a pictorial stamp produced by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to recognize the conservation efforts of students and support environmental and conservation education programs. The first place national winner of the art contest graces that year’s JDS. The $5 stamp can be purchased from select U.S. Fish and Wildlife National Wildlife Refuges, United States Postal Service (www.usps.com) or Amplex Corporation 1-800-852-4897. Proceeds from the sale of Junior Duck Stamps support conservation education and provide awards and scholarship for the students, teachers and schools which participate in the program.



Michelle Levin Marina Art Studio Honorable Mention Group II
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GOAL News - Print Edition MA Supreme Court Tanks another RKBA Case (continued from page 13)



GOAL LTC/FID Renewal Delay Survey Form Have you experienced a delay of 40+ days during your LTC/FID renewal process? If so please fill out our survey form!



Now getting to the basis of the case GOAL is once again compiling evidence illustrating the broken Massachusetts licensing process. regarding the Second and Four- Once compiled by the GOAL staff, these forms will be presented to MA Legislators at the State House by GOAL teenth Amendments, the Court rec- Executive Director Jim Wallace as evidence which perfectly illustrates the need for reform. ognizes Heller and McDonald. If you have experienced a delay of 40+ days during the renewal process, please take a minute to fill this form out, “Two years after its decision in print it, and mail it to: Heller, a plurality of the Supreme Court held in McDonald, supra, Attention Jim Wallace that an individual’s Second Amend- Gun Owners’ Action League ment right was fully applicable to PO Box 567 the States through the Fourteenth Northborough, MA. 01532 Amendment to the United States Constitution.” and again sidesteps and dismisses their applicability: “In other words, long-standing and “presumptively lawful” regulations on the right to keep and bear arms “do not burden conduct that falls within the scope of the Second Amendment and therefore are not subject to the heightened scrutiny required where protected conduct within the scope of the Second Amendment is infringed.” “Conclusion. General Laws c. 140, § 131 (d ) (i), does not infringe on Chardin’s right to keep and bear arms under the Second and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. Accordingly, this case is remanded to the county court where the single justice shall enter a judgment denying the petition.” This one statement by the Court explains its philosophy and strategy for tanking any current and future cases regarding Second Amendment cases that might be brought before them. It is not logical for a court to determine that decades old laws are “presumptively lawful” if the court refuses to review those laws under the guidance of fresh higher court rulings regarding strict constitutional scrutiny. It is also beyond any rational thinking that laws and regulations restricting a civil right could still be within the scope of that civil right. Such thinking would equate a holding that laws regulating where and when people can gather to exercise their first amendment rights do not fall within the scope of the first amendment. It is simply ludicrous. It is quite clear that the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court remains an activist court with no respect for the state or federal Constitutions. It is plainly evident that the Court carefully manipulates the English language and current law to fit its politics. What do we do as citizens when our highest court rules on statements that are factually incorrect?



LTC Survey Form - Please fill out, print, and mail to Jim Wallace at address below. Att: Jim Wallace Gun Owners’ Action League PO Box 567 Northborough, MA. 01532 “Protecting Your Freedom Begins Here”



Name: Street Address: City/Town: Phone Number/e-mail: FID/LTC Expiration Date: Date of first contact with P.D. to begin renewal: Date of first appointment with P.D. to initiate renewal: Date FID/LTC received at Police Dept: Date renewed FID/LTC was received by licensee: Digital Signature - Please type your initials here: Comments:
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Club News: Worcester Meeting Minutes June 6, 2013 Call To Order 7:02 by President, Al Bonofiglio Pledge of Allegiance Membership – Brian Frappier: The current Membership stands at 752 members not counting tonight’s applicants. This breaks down to: Life 63 / Regular 685 / Junior 2 / Honorary 2 104 members have not paid for their FOB. 23 members have paid their $5.00 but have not picked up the fob. We have three applicants from the April Orientation tonight – Jason T. Louis, Thomas J. Mandella and Brian Trybulski. A vote was called and all three applicants were welcomed into the Club. Remember that Membership renewal will take place in March, 2014 – If you fail to renew on time, you will be put at the end of the wait list. Reports Secretary – Ann Kerouac: Ann read the E-Board minutes for May into the record. Minutes were accepted unanimously by the membership, with the exception of one item. Member applications will continue to be accepted until Brian receives approximately 100 on the wait list. Treasurer’s Report – Mike Swett: Mike presented an accounting of the Club’s current funds. XO Report – Bill Hardell: Calendar Events - The 2103 calendar is available on line. There is also a paper copy posted on the bulletin board. We will be working with GOAL for additional training events. Please remember to check the on-line version for updates. Please review the calendar and contact Bill Hardell with any changes and or corrections. If you have a request to schedule event please see Bill. June Schedule: IDPA Practice on 06/02/13 @ 1700 IDPA Match: 06/08/13 @ 0800 GOAL NRA Basic Pistol: Thursday 06/27/13 @ 0800 (Action Pistol Range) Pin Shoots: 06/23/13, 1200 Set-Up, 1230 Registration, 1245 Safety Brief (Outdoor Pistol) HFS: Sunday, 06/30/13, 0900, (Meeting Room) July Schedule: Holiday Schedule: Thursday 07/04/13, no outdoor ranges before 1200 IDPA Practice on 07/07/13 @ 1700 IDPA Match: 07/13/13 @ 0800



June 2013



Pistol & Rifle



GOAL Intro to the AR-15: Tuesday supply their own guns and ammo. 07/09/13 @ 0900, (Action Pistol and GOAL will supply targets and training cartridges. This would be held Rifle Range) on either out door range dependGOAL EDC Skills & Knowledge: ing on the number of participants. Tuesday 07/16/13 @ 0930 (Outdoor We will hold this class on 07/27/13. Pistol) Please call Angela Fisher at GOAL to GOAL NRA Basic Pistol: Tuesday sign up. 07/30/13, @ 0800 (Action Pistol Worcester County League – John Range) for Dave Morin: The last meeting GOAL CFS Course: Saturday took place on May 17th in Sterling 07/20/13, 0900 – 1700 and Sunday and 21 clubs were in attendance. A 1200 – 1700 (Action Pistol Range) representative from Charles River Insurance spoke about renewing NOTE: NEW EVENT club insurance. For more informaGOAL Massachusetts Gun Law tion, see page 3 of the WCL newsletSeminar: Thursday 07/25/13, 1800 ter – 2100 (Meeting Room) NOTE: Big Moe will be held September 21 NEW EVENT and 22, 2013 at the Hamilton Rod Work Party Sunday 07/14/13 @ and Gun Club in Sturbridge. 0800 Next meeting will be held at North Pin Shoots: Sunday 07/21/13, Worcester Fox and Coon Club on 1200 Set-Up, 1230 Registration, June 21, 2013. 1245 Safety Brief (Outdoor Pistol) Please be sure to get your copy of NOTE: NEW DATE the Sportsmen’s News. HFS: Saturday, 07/27/13, 0900, (Meeting Room) NOTE: NEW Mike, the Raffle guy - Mike Burchman: Thank you to all the club DATE members who support the club by WPRC Open House: Sunday, purchasing monthly and President’s 07/28/13, 1200 -1530, all ranges raffle tickets. closed. NOTE: NEW EVENT Competitive Shooting: Worcester Please remember to contact me for Team – Team will begin again in any additions or deletions to the September. calendar. You can use the link from the club web-site under the “Club Pin Shoots – John Cunningham: Officers” tab. Any additions / cor- May was our third pin shoot of rections need to be made two weeks the season with thirteen shootout so we can get them posted on- ers. Shaun Schlichte took all three matches – a feat that has been acline. complished only once before by Indoor / Outdoor Ranges: Alex Tellert. Congratulations, Mike Henry: Routine Maintenance Shaun!! Nigel Cunningham swept Continues. The next Work Party is the rimfire division. We need more scheduled for 06/1612/13. Please participants to challenge the winremember to use the dud bucket. ners for the title. Try to remember to put duds only Pin shoots are open to everyone – in the dud bucket. Expended brass bring your family and friends, it is a goes in the brass buckets. low pressure competition. Revolvers and semi-auto handguns, iron Web-Site: sights only, any caliber. We have Web-Site maintenance continues three distinct matches and shooters on an almost daily basis. Craig Hibcan switch guns for each match. bert has made numerous changes to the calendar, updated the format The match fee for all three rounds to support a new tab with meeting is $7 for non-club members and minutes and maintained the home we ask for a $5 donation from club page. Please contact Bill for any members. The next match is Sunday, June 23rd and Registration questions regarding the web-site. starts at noon, first shots at 12:30. GOAL Training: Thank you to Shawn Hartigan for GOAL has offered two additional his donation of Pins! classes just for WPRC members. The first is a Gun Law for Citi- Old Business: The Annual GOAL zens seminar. This class will run event in Marlboro is coming up – for about three hours. The pro- who is going? John Hinson will rejected class dates are 07/25/13 and serve two spots 11/28/13. The second class is a New Business: Grand Opening Handgun Firing Fundamentals Open House – Al Bonofiglio Clinic. This would be a handson class to include gun and range The Club’s Grand Opening will take safety/etiquette, application of the place in the form of an Open House handgun firing fundamentals and on Sunday, July 21st from 12 – 3:30 training tips. Participants would pm. The Ranges will be closed until



4:00. There will be a 30 – 45 minute presentation, which will consist of the history of the range, etc. The E-Board will be asking 15-20 members for help on that day. Since we have so many members, this event will be for a select group of local politicians, neighbors and town officials. If anyone has photos of the Club, please send them to Al. OPEN HOUSE DATE HAS CHANGED TO JULY 28, 2013 Range Surveillance Cameras – Al Bonofiglio: Al described a scene he witnessed when checking on happenings in the Indoor Range. A member was there with two children and many safety rules were broken – lack of eye protection, shooting from inside the 50’ line, handling of a firearm in an unsafe manner. That member has been contacted, but if any member sees another person doing something wrong, please speak to that person. All members are responsible for ranges safety when at the Club. The E-Board will discuss the mechanics for recording such breaches in range rules. Members discussed possibly requiring everyone to attend a range rules meeting periodically. Also discussed requiring violators to take repeat firearm safety class. The gate does not have to be closed when you come onto the Club property, but if you leave it open you are responsible for making sure anyone who enters is a Member. Also, the last member to leave the range must be sure to close the gate. KEEP THE DOOR TO THE INDOOR RANGE CLOSED. The ventilation system is designed to work with the door closed. Question from member: The new indoor range is great, but the folddown tables aren’t sturdy enough for him to sight his rifle – are any of the old tables still around? The tables are all gone. The next E-Board meeting is June 18, 2013 6:45 The next General meeting is on Thursday, September 5, 2013 7:00 pm. A motion to adjourn was made at 8:08 pm. DON’T FORGET TO VOTE ON THE 25TH
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GOAL News - Print Edition Setting up Your Sizing Dies – Part I – Straight and Tapered Cases - Jim Finnerty (continued from page 18)



Figure 3 – A disassembled expander die. The caliber-specific expander mandrel is on the left.



pered, most of the resizing occurs at the very end of the sizing cycle when the case is fully inserted into the die. Failure to fully insert the case (by setting the die too high) can result in case mouths that are not reduced in diameter enough to provide sufficient hold on the bullet. Bullets inserted into these cases can be easily set back (pushed into the case). Dangerous pressures can result if setback occurs when the bullet hits the loading ramp of your barrel. You can check for this condition using the ‘bench test’. Take a loaded cartridge, measure the overall length, then push it (by hand) firmly into your reloading bench bullet first, and measure it again. If the second measurement is smaller than the first, you’re getting setback and you should double-check your sizing die setup. The role of the expander die There is one final sizing step re-



Join GOAL ! Gun Owners’ Action League is a grassroots organization whose members actively participate in the many facets of protecting our Second Amendment rights and passing on the shooting sports traditions. Every intrusion on our gun rights is an intrusion on all rights. The Constitutional rights and freedoms that you enjoy - and may take for granted - are becoming more fragile each day. Secure your rights for yourself, your family and future generations. Join GOAL and become part of the solution today. www.goal.org/joingoal.html



quired to prepare the case for loading: Expansion. Many reloaders think that the sole function of the expander (sometimes called the “belling”) die is to flare the mouth of the case so that it is easier to seat the bullets. While the expander die does perform this important function, it has an additional and equally important role in the process: It completes the resizing step. When a batch of cases has been run through the sizing die, every case in the batch will have identical outside dimensions. However, the inside is a different story. The thickness of the brass cases from different manufacturers (and even different lots from the same manufacturer) will vary slightly – up to 0.003” from one extreme to the other. To ensure that even the thinnest cases will sufficiently hold the bullets, the reloading die manufacturers purposely design the sizing dies to undersize the cases.



In other words, ALL of your freshlysized cases are undersized. The cases with the thickest walls can have an inside diameter (which is the important dimension) up to 0.012” smaller than the bullet diameter, and up to 0.006” smaller than the cases with the thinnest walls. If you simply flared the mouth and stuffed in a bullet, the resulting ammo would be terribly inconsistent. For your ammo to be consistent, the inside diameters of the cases needs to be made uniform, and sized properly to the bullet. The expander die takes care of this.



“Gun Control” Hearing(s) Scheduled (continued from



The expander die features a caliber-specific expander ‘mandrel’ that is inserted into the case to a depth slightly deeper than the bullet length (see the Figure 3) . The mandrel expands the inside diameter of the top part of the sized case so that it is 0.002” to 0.003” smaller than the nominal bullet diameter, which provides the ideal amount of ‘hold’ on the bullet when it is seated into the case. The expander mandrel features a belling shoulder that will flare the very top of the case mouth – completing the preparation and making the case ready for priming, charging, and bullet seating.



We will have information packets and more information available in the next week, please stay tuned!



Next month’s article will focus on the more complex process of setting up your sizing dies for bottlenecked cases. Jim Finnerty is an NRA-Certified Metallic Cartridge Reloading instructor. Jim teaches several different reloading classes at GOAL, as well as at gun shops and clubs around the area. For more information, please visit Jim’s website at www.MassReloading.com



page 1)



members to attend your local hearing, provide written testimony and to speak if you are comfortable doing so. GOAL began working last Fall to encourage the J.C.P.S.H.S. to make these hearing more accessible to the general public. Moving them out of the State House is a big step forward. GOAL would like to thank Rep. Naughton and the committee members for this opportunity.



“Gun Control” Failure By Jim Wallace (continued from page 4)



ment civil rights. GOAL members can help by looking for announcements about these forums. If you find out about one coming up, please notify GOAL. We will then in turn alert our members and ask them to attend. While at the forums our members should remain professional and polite. Getting angry and belligerent is exactly what they want the public to see. If there is an ability to ask or submit questions we encourage our members to do so. Talking to the audience members before and after is also a good way to make sure that facts get out and ridiculous statements are challenged. Provide the audience with GOAL handouts on different subject matters. Being polite and providing honest accurate information will win the day.



Gun Owners’ Action League Membership Application



5 NEW MEMBER 5 RENEWAL #



DATE: NAME:



$155 M.I.
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FIRST
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EMAIL:
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ZIP:



5CASH 5 CHECK#



5 AMEX 5 VISA 5 MASTERCARD 5 DISCOVER



| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | ACCOUNT #



MEMBER SIGNATURE (CREDIT CARD ONLY)



| | | | CID



| | | | | MO



YR



$15000 $30000
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Reloading Bench Setting up Your Sizing Dies – Part I – Straight and Tapered Cases - Jim Finnerty Resizing (also known simply as ‘sizing’) is perhaps the most important step in case preparation. Returning the case to its original factory dimensions (or the correct dimensions for your firearm) allows you to make ammunition that is reliable, safe, and accurate. Failure to do it properly can result in feeding problems, reduced brass life, inaccurate ammo, and/or catastrophic failure of the case. Part one of this two-part article describes how to properly set up full length sizing dies for straight and tapered cases. We’ll deal with bottleneck cases next month. Die Design (Carbide vs. Steel) The dies for reloading straight or tapered cases come in three-die sets – typically consisting of a sizing/decapping die, an expander die, and a seating/crimping die. I’m actually going to cover two of the three dies in this article because I consider expansion part of the resizing process. You’ll see why later. You can buy either all steel dies, or carbide dies. Steel dies are less expensive, but will require you to lube the cases before sizing. With carbide dies, no lube is required for most straight and tapered pistol cases. Please note that bottleneck cases require lube even when using carbide dies, and case lube will make it easier to resize long straight cases (such as the .45-70, S&W .500 Magnum, .357 Maximum, etc), but carbide dies will save you the steps of lubing and removing the lube from most pistol and revolver cases. They are well worth the extra money. Just to clarify, carbide dies are not made of solid carbide. In fact, the expander and seating/crimping dies in a “carbide” die set are the same as those in a “steel” die set. The only die with any carbide in it at all is the sizing die, and the carbide portion consists only of a small ring pressed into the mouth of the die (see Figure 1).



reaches its highest point before the handle reaches its stop. In other words, the ram goes up as you lower the handle, reaches its highest point before the end of the handle travel, and then moves back down slightly as the handle reaches its hard stop. An example of a single stage press that cams over is the Hornady L-NL Classic. If a press is designed not to cam over, its ram will reach the highest point when the handle is fully lowered and against its stop. The RCBS Rockchucker is an example of a press that does not cam over. The easiest way to determine whether or not your press cams over is to run the ram all the way up (lower the handle as far as it will go), screw in any die, then try to lift the handle to lower the ram. If the handle lifts with no resistance, then your press is a non-cam over design. If you encounter resistance when you lift the handle, and the resistance disappears when you back out the die, then your press cams over. Whether or not the press cams over has an effect on the way you set up your sizing dies – especially when using carbide dies. Setting Up the Sizing Die Generally speaking, the instructions that accompany the dies for straight and tapered cases are spoton and should be followed to the letter. Unfortunately, many reloaders either don’t read them, or chose on their own to do things differently. The concept is simple: With straight and tapered cases, the sizing die should be set low enough to size as much of the case as possible. Setup is easy with a press that doesn’t cam over: Install the proper shell holder in the ram, lower the handle to raise the ram all the way, and screw in the die until it touches the shell holder. If you’re using an all steel sizing die, you’re done – lock the die in place with the locking nut/ring. If you’re using a carbide sizing die, back the die out ¼ turn after it contacts the shell holder to prevent the shell holder from contacting (and potentially damaging) the carbide ring at the mouth of the die. Run the ram up and down several times to ensure that there is no contact between the die and shell holder.



Carbide is harder, smoother, and more abrasion-resistant than steel. It is also much more brittle. When using a carbide sizing die, it is extremely important to set the height of the die so that there is a small amount of clearance between the shell holder and the die. Otherwise the force of the shell holder repeatedly impacting the die can cause the carbide ring to crack, which will Setup is a little trickier when your press cams over: Install the proper completely ruin the die. shell holder in the ram, lower the Press Design handle to raise the ram all the way, There’s a fine point of single-stage and screw in the die until it touches press design that must be under- the shell holder. Begin slowly backstood before attempting to set up ing out the die until you’re able to your sizing dies. Some presses are move the handle. If you’re using designed to “cam over” and some an all steel sizing die, keep backing are not. If a press cams over, its ram out the die until you can just barely



Figure 1 – Steel (L) and carbide (R) sizing die. The carbide insert in the die on the right enables you to size cases without applying case lubricant



portion of the case just above the rim that is not touched by the resizing die – even when the shell holder firmly contacts the die. This is normal and does not affect the reloading process because the portion of the case that is untouched by the resizing die is part of the web. The brass is thicker in this area of the the die. If the shell holder cams case, and does not expand during over with too much force you will firing as long as the pressure is beadd no positive benefit to the sizing low SAAMI maximum for the carprocess, and run the risk of eventutridge. ally deforming the bottom of the Problems can arise when you set sizing die. the resizing die too high and fail to If you’re using a carbide sizing die, resize the entire expanded portion keep backing out the die just until of the case. I once received some there is no contact between the shell many-times-fired .38 Special brass holder and die as the ram moves from a long time reloader. He would through its highest point. It helps purposely set the sizing die to resize to keep one hand on the sizing die only the top portion of the case to during this process to feel the con(in his words), “Save wear and tear tact as you move the ram back and on the cases”. One of these cases is forth through the top. As soon as shown on the left in Figure 2 next the shell holder stops contacting the to a many-times-fired but properly die, lock the die in place. Raise and resized case. lower the handle several times to ensure that there is no contact between the die and shell holder. To test that the die is low enough, place a dollar bill on the edge of the shell holder and run the ram through its highest point. You should feel the dollar bill ‘grab’ when the shell holder-to-die distance is at the minimum. If not, readjust your clearance. feel the shell holder contact the die when the ram moves through its highest point. Lock the die in place and operate the handle through the full cycle several times. You should feel only the slightest resistance as the shell holder cams over the top and touches



As a timesaver for future setups, use a permanent marker to put a witness mark on your die at the 6:00 position after you’ve got it adjusted. When you need to re-install the die in the future, realigning the mark will get the die very close to where it needs to be. Why is Proper Setup Important? Regardless of caliber or case type, a resizing die cannot resize the entire case. Every resizing die features some amount of radius or chamfer on the bottom that enables easier feeding of the case into the die (see Figure 1 above), and every shell holder has some thickness of material above the rim of the case. Because of these factors, there is a



Figure 2- The .38 Special case on the left is bulged after many reloadings with an improperly set sizing die. The case on the right has been reloaded an equal number of times, but with the die set up correctly.



Notice the prominent bulge near the bottom of the improperly resized case. This bulge developed because of repeated incomplete resizings of the case. Running the already-bulged cases though a properly set resizing die does not fix the problem; it actually makes it worse. Instead of removing the bulge, it pushes it farther down the case and expands it to the point where some of the cases will not even chamber. With tapered cases such as 9mm, incomplete sizing manifests itself in a much more insidious and dangerous manner. Since the case is taContinued pg 17
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UNIQUELY SMOOTH TRIGGER HIGHLY MANAGEABLE RECOIL



THE RUGER



22 WMRF



LCR



®



®



IN .22 MAGNUM



Packed with the latest technological advances and features required by today’s most demanding shooters, the Ruger ® LCR® is the evolution of the revolver. The Ruger® LCR® is a lightweight, small-frame revolver with a uniquely smooth trigger and highly manageable recoil. Available in four calibers, there is an LCR® for every need – from personal protection to low cost practice at the range.
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Jun 4, 2013 - Term up in 2015. Joe Currie .... members may not agree, the media .... form of what we call social proof â€“ .... In the 1990s there was a campaign conducted by anti-civil rights organizations to rename the modern sporting arms. 
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(a) Name the two general classes of combustion engines and state how do they basically ... automotive engines. 4. Answer any two of the following : 2x7=14.
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MS-65 : MARKETING OF SERVICES. Time : 3 hours ... (b) What are the additional three 'Ps' of service. Marketing ... (e) Service Recovery Strategies. MS-65. 2 ...
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respectively. Calculate the conduction heat transfer through this composite wall per square metre and the temperature of the surfaces in contact. BIME-026. 1.
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When Adite Technologies Ltd. (ATL) moved one of their divisions to Bangalore, the branch manager in Mumbai decided to transfer those employees who did not ...
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